Curator’s Report to RIG Committee December 6th 2021
FAQs for the Independence Build now provided
Several laminated sheets of FAQs about the Independence build – historic and present and future are now provided at the desk to supplement the plentiful historic information on walls to assist RIG
volunteers. These make my job - and that of other volunteers not well versed in ship building - easier
and more informed. Personal thanks for the suggestion Jasper and for the authorship D1.
Jubilee 1986 photos
This month I have scanned and entered into the RIG Collection 2 new records: 31 and 32, containing
a number of photos of two aspects of the 1986 Jubilee celebrations.
1. Falie plaque
Included in the Jubilee group of photos is the plaque shown here on the left, that commemorates the
visit of the Failie to American River in 1986 for the Jubilee celebrations. It can be found in Record No.
32 at https://ehive.com/collections/200519/objects/1426223/two-photos-commemorating-thevisit-to-american-river-of-the-ketch-failie-for-the-jubilee-1986-plusAccompanying the photo of the plaque in Record 32 are several other photographs of Failie,
including an image from a newspaper of the time of Failie at Emu Bay during the same Jubilee
celebrations. I have not yet added any data about Failie. I intend to research it, enter the basics and
get accurate feedback from the ketch historian, Chris Frizell.

2. Jubilee plaque
Another plaque scanned and entered into the RIG Collection this past month is the Jubilee Plaque,
pictured on the right here and found in Record No 31 in the online RIG Collection at
https://ehive.com/objects?accountId=200519&query=31&facet=account_name_facet%3AThe+Rebu
ild+Independence+Group+%28RIG%29+Collection
Again, 15 remaining photos plus more historic data on the American Navy visit will be added
following research.
Question: How should these plaques be displayed? Until RIG has a display space, once known as a
museum, they will stay locked away in a blue metal cupboard, or viewed online.
Bin Monitor Report
On finding large quantities of the Wrong Waste in the Yellow bin on several occasions, despite
issuance of cautions, I have affixed large Council provided posters to the Yellow bin to assist the

sorting capacity of an seemingly unfortunate vision-impaired RIG volunteer. It is important to know
the difference between wood shavings and recyclable waste. A Call for the Correct Classification of
bin waste was sent out in October in the guise of the Curator’s Report for October. The two people
who have read that and commented will receive a Bin Award at the Christmas gathering.
Putting waste in the wrong bin costs me and every other ratepayer money. The cost of carelessness is
phenomenal, according to Cr Richard Cotterill. Therefore I will be monitoring bin contents at
intervals. I ask you to take a moment when you are on RIG duty to do the same.
Local to national.
Sometimes I have to repeat things because not enough of you read it the first time.
The primary goal of curation of RIG objects is to build an online catalogue, to preserve a record of
objects and related data online, in case of catastrophe. The building of the catalogue, unlike the
building of Independence, will never be complete as new objects keep coming to light, are donated,
or found.
The secondary goal of curation is to transfer the Collection to Trove: the National Library’s
Collection.
This is what I’m doing now. It takes time, like building a boat. A fine way to spend rainy days.
Fishermans Hall of Fame.
ON HOLD. See September Monthly Report 2021
Repeat: Have you looked at the RIG Collection, online?
In the event of a fire the online collection will survive, to interest the curious, to reward the
donors, and to remind us of American River’s maritime heritage. Of course it is in its infancy. It
needs this community, you, to correct it and to suggest additions to it.
You don’t need to log in. You can see it at this link: https://ehive.com/collections/200519/therebuild-independence-group-rig-collection
Instructions on how to use/search the Collection are in the August report.
Thanks, Anne A’Herran Curator, RIG collection, Rubbish Bin Monitor

